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Abstract

An optimization procedure for simulated moving bed (SMB) plants with low efficient stationary phases is presented. The
new aspect is that the desorbent consumption can be cut by 70% by running the plant with lower internal liquid flows and a
corresponding larger switch time while the productivity is kept constant. This concept was validated by the separation of
fructose and glucose in water on a calcium resin with an eight-column SMB plant. The separation can be predicted well by a

3true moving bed (TMB) and a simulated moving bed simulation. Adsorption isotherms were determined up to 300 kg/m for
3glucose and 500 kg/m for fructose from 25 to 808C. Experimental SMB runs were performed over a wide range of feed

3concentrations (10–350 kg/m ) and temperatures (25–808C). The strong influence of the delay volume is pointed out. For
an experimental run with high feed concentration a complete set of data is presented. To reduce biological growth separation
at 808C is recommended.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction fail. As the demands for purity increase, chromatog-
raphy gains importance as a unit operation for

Chromatography is a separation process which complex separation problems.
uses two auxiliary substances, the stationary and the The normal co-current elution chromatography
mobile phase, to separate two or more components. suffers from some disadvantages. It is discontinuous,
Because these substances can be adjusted to each the products are diluted, and productivity is low
separation system, chromatography is versatile and which means that only a small amount of product is
can be highly selective: chromatography tends to be separated per amount of stationary phase and time.
more complex but also applicable to difficult sepa- To overcome this, a simulated counter-current pro-
ration problems where other separation processes cess, the simulated moving bed (SMB), was de-

veloped by United Oil Products in 1968. The true
counter-current process did not succeed because of*Corresponding author. Tel.: 149-30-314-22775; fax: 149-30-

314-22406. practical problems. The mechanical stress caused by
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the movement of the solid phase tends to destroy it. efficiency and SMBs do not need high efficient
Additionally a homogeneous and tightly packed bed stationary phases compared to batch chromatog-
is needed in chromatography to make a separation raphy. Additionally the amount of product is huge
possible, especially when the selectivity is low. This which makes a continuous process especially desir-
quality cannot be reached with a moving solid phase. able.

In the SMB process the counter-current flow is The first part of this paper describes the simulation
simulated by repeatedly switching the ports of the models (SMB and TMB), the experimental ap-
inlet (feed, make-up) and outlet (extract, raffinate) paratus, and how to determine the necessary model
streams one column in the direction of the liquid parameters. In Section 4.1 the influence of the delay
flow [1,2]. volume of the plant (e.g. pipes, valves) is pointed

Because of the complexity of the SMB process out. It is shown that this volume often cannot be
and the high number of parameters it is impossible to neglected [6,7] and how it can be accounted for by
run a plant by trial and error. Compared to distilla- the simulation tools. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 the
tion there is no ‘total reflux’ mode in chromatog- influence of temperature and concentration are ex-
raphy, so a thorough investigation before starting the perimentally investigated for the separation of fruc-
equipment is essential. An optimization procedure is tose and glucose. Finally in Section 4.5 a simple
needed to be able to find a set of operating parame- optimization procedure is described which divides
ters (flow-rates and switch time) which provides the the complex optimization into four comprehensive
desired separation. steps.

SMB is applied in large scale (sugar and petro-
chemical applications of up to 10 000 t /year) as well
as in small scale applications for valuable products 2. Theory
(pharmaceutical, biological, and fine chemical appli-
cations of ca. 1–500 kg/year). In recent years the This section contains all the equations which are
SMB process gained so much confidence that the used for the determination of the parameters of the
size of the plants for valuable products is increasing model, for the simulation, and for the optimization.
as well. For example, in 1998 UCB, Belgium, The equations are discussed in more detail in Sec-
successfully installed a plant with six columns (d 5 tions 3 and 4.C

450 mm) which produces several tons per year of
enantiomer. 2.1. General equations

There is considerable discussion in literature as to
whether elution or SMB chromatography performs For the determination of the parameters of the
better [3–5]. Most authors report that the SMB model elution times and variances of experimental
concept offers higher productivity and lower desor- peaks and break-through curves have to be deter-
bent consumption. This is certainly true for sugar mined. This has been done with the method of
separation because the resins have a very low moments [8]: The equations for the retention time

Table 1
Equations from the method of moments (for symbols see Notation)

Peak Front

` ` ≠c
n n] IIE ct dt E ? t dtO c t Dt O (c 2 c ) ? Dt≠t0 i51 i i i 0 i51 i i

]] ]]] ]]] ]]]]]t t 5 ¯ (1) t 5 ¯ (2)nR R,peak ` R,front ` II I≠c (c 2 c )O c Dti51 i i ]E E ? dt
≠t0 0

` ` ≠c
n n] IIE c ? (t 2 t ) ? dt E c ? (t 2 t ) ? dtR RO c (t 2 t ) ? Dt O (c 2 c ) ? t Dt≠t0 i51 i i R i 0 i51 i i2 2 2]]]] ]]]]] ]]]]] ]]]]]s s 5 ¯ (3) s 5 ¯ (4)npeak ` front ` II I≠c c 2 cO c Dti51 i i ]E c dt E ? dt

≠t0 0
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2(t ) and the variance (s ) of a peak and a front used. All models are based on the differential massR

(5break-through curve) are given in the Table 1. balance of a tube reactor with axially dispersed plug
Since the detector signal delivers no continuous flow, linear driving force for the mass transfer, and a
curve but discrete points the integrals have to be non-linear and competitive adsorption isotherm. The
replaced by sums. known model equations [10,11] are summarized in

The external porosity (´ ) can be calculated from Table 2.ext

the volume of the column, the retention time of a The boundary conditions of Danckwerts (Eqs.
non-adsorbing tracer which cannot penetrate the (13), (14)) have been used for the TMB model and
pores (t ), and the flow-rate. for the outlet of the SMB model. The outlet con-0

The adsorption isotherm was determined by fron- dition of Dankwerts sets the concentration gradient
tal analysis [9]: Assuming a product free initial to zero at the end of the column. Although very often

I I used this assumption is not very realistic for chro-condition (c , q 5 0) the loading of component i can
matographic columns. Therefore, the influence of thebe determined from an integral mass balance around
rear boundary condition is decreased in the morethe column, Eq. (5), with known flow-rate, volume
accurate SMB model by always calculating two stepsof the column, retention time of the break-through

II beyond the physical end of the column.curve, and equilibrium concentration (c ) after the
As the initial condition for all models all con-concentration front.

centrations were set to zero.II I II I ~´ V ? (c 2 c ) 1 (1 2 ´ ) ?V ? (q 2 q ) 5 V ? text C i i ext C i i R The coefficient of axial dispersion is assumed to
II I be a linear function of the liquid velocity. Any? (c 2 c ) (5)i i

influence of the molecular diffusion has been neg-
lected because it is small compared to the dispersing
effect of the bed for the normal range of flow-rates in2.2. Simulation tools
liquid chromatography [10, p. 209]. If no adsorption
is taking place, the constant of axial dispersion canAs simulation tools a static TMB model (FOR-

 be determined from the height equivalent to aTRAN), a dynamic SMB model (SPEEDUP ), and a
theoretical plate (HETP) as shown in Eq. (15).dynamic one column model (SPEEDUP) have been

Table 2
Equations of the SMB and TMB models

SMB, one column TMB

Differential mass balance of the liquid phase Differential mass balance of the liquid phase
2 2

≠c ≠c ≠ c 12´ dc d c 12´i i i ext i i ext
] ] ] ]] * ] ] ]] *52w ? 1D ? 2 ?k ?(q 2q ) (6) 052w ? 1D ? 2 ?k ?(q 2q ) (7)S D S Dliq ax eff,solid,i i i liq ax eff,solid,i i i2 2≠t ≠z ´ dz ´≠z dzext ext

Differential mass balance of the particle Differential mass balance of the particle

≠q dqi i
] * ] *5k ?(q 2q ) (8) 05w ? 1k ?(q 2q ) (9)eff,solid,i i i solid eff,solid,i i i≠t dz

Velocity of the liquid phase Velocity of the solid phase

~ LV C
]] ]w 5 (10) w 5 (11)liq solid´ ?A text C

Boundary condition at inlet (z50) Boundary condition at inlet

D dcax iin in ] ]c 5c u (12) c 5c u 2 ? * (13)i i z50 i i z50 w dz z50liq

Boundary condition at outlet (z5L ) Boundary condition at outletC

dc dci i
] ]*z5L (14) *z5L (14)C Cdz dz
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2 ´ L AD HETP 1 s ext,eff C,eff Cax ~ ~] ]] ] ] ]]]]C 5 5 5 ? (15) V 5 V 2 (19)D 2 TMB SMBax w 2 2 ttliq R

Eqs. (17)–(19) are more thoroughly discussed inFor the adsorption isotherm the Ching-model
Section 4.1.[12] was used.

For numerical solution the coupled partial dif-
(m 11) ni ij*q 5 K c 1 A c 1 B c c (16) ferential equations of the SMB model were trans-i i i i i ij j i

formed with the method of lines [14] into a set of
ordinary differential equations. These were solvedThis model provides a flexible, binary, non-linear,
together with initial and boundary conditions withand competitive description of the thermodynamic

the commercially available solver SPEEDUP .equilibrium because it can represent linear, convex
Twenty two grid points in the pre-column and 42 inand concave isotherms. There is, however, a problem
the main column were always used in the SMBthat the first derivative of q with respect to c or ci i j

simulations.approaches infinity with an exponent between 0 and
For the TMB model the method of orthogonal1 for concentrations approaching zero.

collocation [15] was used to transfer the differentialAll resistance to mass transfer has been lumped
equations and the boundary conditions into a set ofinto the linear mass transfer coefficient of the
non-linear algebraic equations. These were solvedstationary phase. It is assumed to be independent of
numerically with the Newton-Raphson algorithm.velocity and concentration.
Each simulated column contains 10 collocationThe delay volume (sometimes called extra-col-
points. For the solution of simulation problems withumn dead volume) of the tubes which connect the
high mass transfer and low axial dispersion thecolumns of the SMB plant is represented in the SMB
number of collocation points can be increased bymodel by pre-columns in front of every main col-
increasing the amount of simulated columns per realumn. In the pre-column the same tube reactor model,
column. In this work the eight real columns wereEq. (6), is used with the porosity set to one and no
modeled with 24 simulated columns leading to 240adsorption taking place. The delay volume cannot be
collocation points.directly modeled in the TMB simulation. To account

for it we introduced an effective column length
(L ) and effective porosity (´ ). They can beC,eff ext,eff 2.3. Parameters characterizing the quality of
readily calculated from the inner column dead vol- separation
ume (V 5V ´ ), number and geometry of the0 C ext

columns, and the delay volume (V ) of the connect-del To be able to compare the quality of separation of
ing tubes. The effective length is the total volume several SMBs it is helpful to define the following
(incl. delay volume) divided by the number (N ) andC parameters (e.g. for component A of a binary mix-
cross sectional area (A ) of columns.C ture of A and B in the extract): purity [%]

cV V 1V V A,Etotal C del del
]] ]]] ]] ]]]L 5 5 5 L 1 (17) Pu 5 ? 100% (20)C,eff C A,EN A N A N A c 1 cC C C C C C A,E B,E

The effective porosity is the volume of the liquid yield [%]
(incl. delay volume) divided by the total volume.

~C ? EA,EV ´ V N 1V ]]]Yi 5 ? 100% (21)liq ext C C del A,E ~]] ]]]] c ? F´ 5 5 (18) A,Fext,eff V V N 1Vtotal C C del

3productivity [kg/(s.m )]Using these effective values the liquid flow-rate of
the TMB process can be calculated from the flow- ~ ~c ? E mA,E A,Erate of the SMB with the know relation between ]]]]] ]]Pd 5 5 (22)A,E VN ? (1 2 ´ ) ?V solidC ext CSMB and TMB flow-rates [13].
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1dilution [%] the concentration profile. The make-up stream is
continuously degassed with a Teflon-membrane vac-

cA,E uum degasser. Temperature (TIR, PT-100, Conatex)]]Dl 5 1 2 ? 100% (23)S DA,E cA,F and pressure (PIR, Jumo) are measured for every
column. A coriolis mass flow meter (FIR, Rheonik)desorbent consumption [2]
is located between columns C1 and C2. The extract

~M and raffinate outlet concentrations are monitored
]Dc 5 (24)~ online with two UV-detectors (720 LC, Uvicon). TheF

process is controlled by a memory programmable
Purity and yield characterize the degree of sepa- control unit (Simatic S5-115 U, Siemens).

ration. Productivity, dilution, and desorbent con-
sumption describe the efficiency of the separation 3.2. Determination of the parameters of the model
(e.g. productivity is the mass of product separated
with a given amount of stationary phase per unit The experimental system was fructose and glucose
time). During the optimization of a SMB the parame- (Fluka, purity $99%) in de-ionized water. To
ters purity and yield are improved first. As soon as slightly increase the pH value and prevent corrosion

23 3they are acceptable the quality of separation is 0.9310 kg/m Na CO was added to the water.2 3improved by increasing productivity and decreasing All columns were slurry packed with the Ca-resin
desorbent consumption. Lewatit MIDS 1368 (cross-linked copolymer of

polystyrene and divinylbenzene, d (90%)5350650p

mm) which was supplied by Bayer AG. The experi-
3. Experimental ments were carried out at constant temperatures

between 25 and 808C and a back pressure of 5 bar.
The pressure drop was approximately 0.1 bar per3.1. SMB plant
column.

The parameters of construction are N 58, d 5The plant as described by Deckert [16] (Figs. 1 C C

0.026 m and L 50.499 m.and 2) consists of eight columns C1–C8 (L 50.499 CC

The delay volumes (Table 3) of tubes, valves,m, d 50.026 m). To control temperature (designC

heat exchangers, flow meter, and pumps were de-temperature range 25–1508C) the columns were
termined from the elution time of a tracer with theequipped with jackets, heat exchangers HE1–HE8
columns removed. The total delay volume sums towere added in front of every column, and columns

26 392.18310 m which is approximately 4% of theand tubes were insulated with a high temperature
total volume.resistant polyurethane (Armaflex).

The physico-chemical parameters are (external)The apparatus is constructed for pressures up to 30
porosity, adsorption isotherms, coefficients of axialbar. Four membrane-pumps (Lewa) are used to
dispersion, and mass transfer.generate feed (PF, 20–200 ml /h), desorbent (PD,

The mean porosity (´ 50.389) was measured510–5100 ml /h), extract (PE, 170–1700 ml /h), and ext

with blue Dextran (Fluka, MI52310 kg/kmol,raffinate (PR, 170–1700 ml /h) streams. The desor-
purity $99%). No column porosity differed morebent pump is moved together with the ports every
than 60.005 from this value.switch time [17]. Thus, it stays always in zone 1,

The adsorption isotherms were determined bypumps with constant flow-rate, and comes only in
frontal analysis between 25 and 808C. The retentioncontact with pure desorbent. To reach this, two more
times of the break-through curves were corrected forvalves, the cut off valve (VA) and the circuit valve
the delay time, which was measured from a break-(VK), are necessary per column. To move the
through curve with the column removed from thestreams, four valves (VF, VD, VE, VR) are needed

per column so that altogether 48 two-way—valves
(Danfoss) are used. Samples can be withdrawn

1For an explanation of the make-up stream see Fig. 4a.between every column (VPE1 to VPE8) to measure
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the simulated moving bed plant.
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Fig. 2. Photo of the SMB plant (without insulation).

system. All thermodynamic measurements were per- and not influenced by glucose. Therefore the break-
formed on a binary high pressure gradient HPLC through curves of glucose could be investigated with
(HP 1100, online degasser, binary pump, auto sam- a constant background concentration of fructose

3pler, column compartment, DAD-detector). The load- (100, 200, and 300 kg/m ). A differential refractive
ing (q ) was calculated with Eq. (5). Finally the index detector (Knauer) was added because a UV-i

parameters of the Ching model were fitted by non- detector cannot visualize glucose if fructose is
linear regression to the adsorption data. The iso- present. Unfortunately the signal of the refractive
therms of the pure components were investigated up detector was very non-linear due to the fructose

3 3to 500 kg/m for fructose and 300 kg/m for concentration (no polarity meter was available).
glucose. Therefore the competitive isotherm could only be

The competitive adsorption data were determined determined for low concentrations of glucose (0–8
3by frontal analysis as well. It was not possible to use kg/m ). The competitive parameter B was de-GF

the perturbation method because the broad peaks termined for T5258C by non-linear regression of the
overlapped significantly. SMB experiments with the data in Table 4 keeping the pure component parame-
same flow-rates but different feed concentrations ters (K ) of the isotherm constant. In view of thei

showed that the profile of fructose, in contrast to good agreement for 258C (see Fig. 5) the value of
glucose, did not change. From this behavior it can be B (808C) was fitted directly to the experimentalGF

feedconcluded that the adsorption of fructose is linear data of a high concentrated SMB run (c 5281F

Table 3
Delay volumes between columns of the SMB plant

Between columns 8→1 1→2 2→3 3→4 4→5 5→6 6→7 7→8
26 3V [10 m ] 17.65 13.68 10.54 9.41 10.23 9.88 10.73 10.06del
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Table 4
Competitive adsorption data for 258C, gray squares: q 5f(c , c )G G F

3 feed 3kg /m , c 5244 kg/m , 808C). For 40 and 608C 6) were determined by fitting simulated (one columnG

the SMB feed concentrations were too low to model) to experimental break-through curves for
observe any interactions. fructose and glucose. This procedure can be ex-

Table 5 lists the resulting parameters of the Ching plained with Fig. 3 which compares several simu-
adsorption isotherm, Eq. (16) and the selectivity lated break-through curves with different k toeff,solid

(a ) for the investigated temperatures. The pure an experimental curve. As expected the break-FG

components show a linear behavior. The glucose through curves become sharper with increasing mass
leaves the linear region as soon as a higher con- transfer coefficient. The retention times calculated
centration of fructose is present. Therefore a linear from Eq. (2) are independent of the mass transfer.
model is not sufficient to describe the behavior of This represents the experimental behavior well be-
glucose. cause the retention time of a break-through curve

For all temperatures for which parameters are not depends only on the thermodynamic equilibrium. For
listed in Table 5 the following constant values have the temperature of 408C the smallest deviation
been used: A 5A 50, m 5m 50, B 50, n 5 between calculation and experiment is reached be-F G F G FG FG

n 51. tween the curves of k 50.015 l / s andGF eff,solid

The constant of axial dispersion (C ) was k 50.010 l / s. The exact fit has been carried outD eff,solidax

calculated from Eq. (15) from a peak of blue separately for the two components at every tempera-
Dextran. The resulting axial dispersion (D ) (Table ture. The closest calculated curve still cannot exactlyax

6) corresponds well with a correlation from Butt predict the slow approach to the final concentration
[18]. An additional comparison of the experimental of the experimental curve, as shown in Fig. 3. The
and simulated peaks calculated with the one column agreement, however, is considered to be sufficient.
model also showed good agreement. Since the
coefficient of axial dispersion has a very small effect 3.3. Experimental runs
on the simulations, the value of room temperature
was used for all temperatures. Runs at 25, 40, 60 and 808C were performed to

The mass transfer coefficients (k ) (Table investigate the influence of temperature on theeff,solid

separation. The concentration was increased from 10

Table 5
Parameters of the Ching isotherm and selectivity in the linear case Table 6

Constant of axial dispersion (Eqs. (15)) and coefficient of mass
T K K B aF G GF FG transfer (Eqs. (8) and (9)) as a function of temperature
[8C] [2] [2] [2] [2]

T C k kD eff,solid,F eff,solid,Gax25 0.675 0.32 0.000457 2.11
[8C] [m] [l / s] [l / s]a40 0.610 0.32 0 1.91

a60 0.541 0.324 0 1.67 25 0.00153 0.012 0.015
80 0.610 0.368 0.00028 1.66 40 0.00153 0.013 0.018

60 0.00153 0.015 0.019a Competitive adsorption data have only been investigated for
80 0.00153 0.015 0.019

temperatures of 25 and 808C.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of simulated and measured break-through curves at 408C.

3to ca. 350 kg/m to see the effect of competition 4. Results and discussion
between fructose and glucose. Finally the internal
flow-rate / switch-time relation was varied to decrease 4.1. Effect of connecting tubes (delay volumes)
dilution and desorbent consumption. Altogether more
than 25 runs lasting from 16 h to several days were In Fig. 4 the concentration of fructose and glucose
performed. To compare experimental runs with is shown over the 8 columns of the SMB plant at
simulations, samples were drawn from the sample half switch time. The liquid is flowing from left to
valves between every column in the middle of a right and the simulated solid flow moves counter-
switch time and from feed and product streams currently from right to left. fructose, which is the
continuously. The concentrations were analyzed with stronger adsorbing component, moves preferentially
the same HPLC as used for frontal analysis. For the with the stationary phase to the left, while glucose
solvent ACN–water (75:25 vol.-%) and for the moves to the right. In addition to the experimental
stationary phase NH -covered silica gel were used. data two SMB simulations are shown. The thick2

The accuracy of the analysis was 1.5% for higher black lines take into account the influence of the
3concentrations (c$10 kg/m ) and 5–10% for small delay volumes of the valves and tubes between the

3concentrations (c#1 kg/m ). columns by simulating pre-columns. The volume of
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Fig. 4. (a) Sketch of the configuration of columns of the SMB with names of streams. (b) Comparison of experimental data with simulations
with and without the delay volumes (SMB).

the pre-columns correspond with the measured delay leaves the plant via the extract port and the con-
volumes. All simulations use the independently centration in the quasi-steady state is higher. The
determined adsorption isotherms. Neglecting the opposite is true for glucose. Its concentration at the
delay volume (thin lines), which represents only 4% raffinate port is higher, so more leaves the apparatus
of the total volume, leads to a strong deviation from and the hold up concentration is decreased. Intro-
the experimental result. fructose and glucose are ducing the delay volumes in the simulation has the
shifted to the right. Thus, the raffinate outlet is same effect as decreasing the desorbent flow-rate.
contaminated with fructose and glucose breaks This is reasonable because the liquid needs time to
through at the end of column 8. The concentration of move through the additional volume.
the plateau around the feed port of fructose is higher In the SMB simulation the delay volumes can be
while the plateau of glucose is lower. These effects modeled in a straight forward way by precolumns.
can be explained by looking at the product ports. The Simulation results show that the right description of
concentration of fructose around the extract port is the delay time is much more important than the
decreased by the shift to the right. Thus, less fructose additional axial dispersion in the delay volume itself
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[7]. Therefore, the value of C in the pre-column parameters are to be used in the calculation theDax

can be the same as in the main column unless some strong influence of the delay volume must be taken
physical components, which lead to additional dis- into account.
persion, are introduced into the plant.

Eqs. (17)–(19) describe a simple way to take into 4.2. Validation of the programs
account the delay volume in a TMB simulation.
Because pre-columns cannot be simulated here, the The simulation programs were validated by com-
delay volume is expressed by an effective length and paring calculated and experimental results. Fig. 5
porosity. A different formulation of this approach compares TMB and SMB simulations with ex-
has been proposed recently [6] and discussed in perimental results in the middle of the first period of
detail [7]. A closer look reveals that the different the 10th cycle. Both calculations predict the ex-
approaches lead to the same results. We prefer this perimental concentrations very well. SMB and TMB
approach because only the effective length and calculations are in a good agreement also. The TMB
porosity have to be calculated. All the other equa- simulation predicts unrealistic profiles around the
tions (working triangle, TMB model) which were feed port. This disadvantage is not significant: the
valid ignoring the delay volume do not have to be important concentrations around the two product
changed. The good agreement between SMB and the ports are represented well.
‘corrected’ TMB simulations (see Fig. 5) prove the Table 7 contains experimental and simulated
feasibility of this approach. If physical meaningful parameters characterizing the quality of separation.

Feed 3 Feed 3Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental and simulated results for a highly concentrated SMB run c 5363 kg/m , c 5322 kg/m .F G
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Table 7 when a TMB model is used. On the other hand the
Calculated and experimental parameters characterizing the quality simulation time needed to reach the pseudo steady
of separation in Fig. 5

state is less than 1 min for the TMB (Pentium 100
TMB SMB exp. MHz) and approximately 4–5 h for the SMB model

Purity Extr. 90.4 89.4 81.6 (Sun Ultra Spark I). Additionally the concentration
[%] Raff. 99.0 97.9 92.9 profiles at half switch time are nearly identical to the
Yield Extr. 99.0 98.3 96.4 SMB profiles. This shows that the TMB program
[%] Raff. 88.1 86.9 80.4

gives a fast and reasonably accurate estimate of theProductivity Extr. 7.7 7.7 7.5
23 3 real behavior. The calculation speed makes it suit-[10 kg/sm ] Raff. 6.1 6.0 5.6

Dilution Extr. 66.2 66.4 67.1 able for repeated runs during the optimization of
[%] Raff. 58.8 59.4 62.4 SMB processes (see Section 4.5).

Fig. 6 shows the signal of a UV-detector at the
The experimental results show that the columns of extract outlet during the start up period of an SMB

Feed Feed 3the SMB are too short to reach a total separation for run (c , c 550 kg/m ) as a function of time. ItF G

the given feed flow-rate. The difference between elucidates the periodic character of simulated moving
predicted and measured purities can be explained by bed chromatography. The saw-blade type curve starts
the steep profiles at the product ports. Small devia- at zero concentration and approaches the pseudo-
tions lead to large errors. The TMB simulation steady state after approximately 450 min (see Fig. 7).
always calculates values which are too optimistic. The experimental data are compared to the SMB
This is true in general if TMB and SMB simulation simulation. Every switch period both curves perform
results are compared and has to be kept in mind a sharp increase followed by a smoother decrease.

Fig. 6. Comparison of experimental and simulated results at the extract port in the start-up period.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of averaged experimental and simulated concentrations at the extract port.

This form is typical for the extract port. In the of the asymmetry of the plant. Thus, the simulated
beginning of a switch period the extract concen- curve cannot be shifted as a whole to the right.)
tration is high because the profile in Fig. 4 starts In Fig. 7 the averaged concentrations of simulation
shifted half a column to the left side. During the and experiment at the extract port are compared. The
period the concentration profile moves to the right simulation reaches the quasi steady state at approxi-
and the concentration of the extract slowly decreases mately 6 h which is about 2 h faster than the
to the minimum just before the next switch. After the experimental values. Nevertheless the agreement is
switch it jumps back to the high concentration. The good.
profile of the raffinate port has a saw-blade type
curve as well but with a slow decrease followed by a 4.3. Effect of temperature
sharp increase in concentration in every switch
period. Performing a separation at a higher temperature is

The experimental curves are smoother and always of interest to the food industry in order to prevent
lag behind the simulations. This is because the biological growth. Additional positive effects are the
extract pump with its connecting tubes are located decreased viscosity, and corresponding decreased
between the columns and the detector. Since it is not pressure drop, and an increased solubility of the
essential for the separation performance the mixing components in the solvent.
effect of the product pump and the time delay of the The measured parameters show that a change of
outlet tubes have not been accounted for in the temperature affects the thermodynamics and the
simulation. The delay times calculated from the mass transfer. Porosity and axial dispersion stay
volume of the tubes and the extract flow-rate fit constant. The equilibrium constant of glucose in-
exactly to the delay times of Fig. 6. (Note that the creases with temperature while the equilibrium con-
delay volume is different for every column because stant of fructose decreases clearly up to 608C and
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than increases again for 808C (Table 5). The selec- fructose (dashed lines) agree well with the ex-
tivity steadily decreases, the influence of interaction perimental results shows that fructose is not in-
decreases (B ), and the mass transfer coefficients of fluenced by glucose.GF

both components steadily increase with temperature. It can be concluded that neglecting the interaction
No degradation of the stationary phase (Lewatit) was leads to an impure extract at high concentrations
observed at any temperature. This was proved by because the selectivity seriously decreases. Complete
analyzing the water content of the resin which gives separation can be reached if section II is optimized

~information about the degree of cross-linking. It by increasing V (see section 4.5) which would leadII

stayed constant even if the Lewatit was stored at to a smaller productivity.
1208C for several days. No degradation of the
carbohydrates could be observed either. The SMB 4.5. Optimization procedure

2experiments (not shown ) agree well with the simu-
lations. The efficiency of the system could be Following the procedure described in this section
increased from a NTU of 195 to 237 calculated for suitable operating parameters (feed, desorbent, ex-
glucose with a flow-rate of 500 ml /h. This positive tract, raffinate flow-rates, and switch time) can be
effect was more than compensated by the decrease in derived for a given SMB plant if the parameters of
selectivity. Thus, the purity of the products decreased the model are known. The procedure is structured
about 7% while the productivity was kept constant. into four steps (Fig. 8). During the entire optimi-

These results show that by paying attention to the zation procedure two constrains have to be kept in
changing adsorption isotherms the separation can be mind. First the feed concentration is limited by the
carried out at higher temperatures, therefore making solubility of the components in the eluent and second
use of the advantages mentioned above. The de- the maximum flow-rate is given by the maximum
crease in selectivity can be compensated for by pressure drop. To estimate the pressure drop, the

¨increasing the length or the number of columns of Kozeny-Carman equation [13] or the VDI-Warmeat-
the SMB. Since the stationary phases commonly las [19] can be used.
used in sugar separation are relatively cheap the In the first step a starting set of operating
additional cost will not be high. parameters is generated. For this only the construc-

tive parameters, the porosity and the thermodynamic
4.4. Effect of high concentration conditions (isotherms) have to be known. Mass

transfer and axial dispersion are neglected (ideal
To explain the effect of high concentration a chromatography). For a system with linear isotherms

calculation neglecting the interactions (B 50, only the operating parameters can be calculated immedi-GF

glucose) is included in Fig. 5 (thick gray line). This ately if the flow-rate of the feed and a stability factor
profile fits well to the experimental data points in the are specified by the user [1]. If the isotherms are not
regions where fructose is not present (e.g. columns linear but can be described by a Langmuir, a
5–8). A serious deviation from the experimental modified Langmuir, or a bi-Langmuir model the
values can be found in columns 2–4. This is the working triangle method [20,21] can be used to take
region where glucose and a high concentration of into account the concentration of the feed. This
fructose are present, thus the region of interaction. method is based on the theory of multi component
Using the parameter BOF, determined from indepen- chromatography [22,23]. It results in equations
dent frontal analysis measurements, leads to a good which explicitly describe the region of total sepa-
prediction of the experimental concentrations at the ration. The operating parameters including the feed
end of columns 2–4. The concentrations in columns concentration can be chosen to reach a point of
5 and 6 change as well but still represent the operation which lies in this region. This method is an
experimental data well. The fact that the curves for efficient and powerful tool for highly efficient

stationary phases (d #20 mm) where mass transferp

is fast enough to be neglected.
2Data can be obtained from the authors. In cases where the effects of mass transfer and
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Fig. 8. Optimization procedure.

dispersion cannot be neglected and the isotherm is Fig. 9 shows the concentration profile calculated
not linear and not of the Langmuir type the first step with the starting parameter generated in step one as
of the optimization should take into account only the thin black lines at half switch time. Because the
linear part of the isotherms to generate starting SMB behavior equals the TMB simulation only in
values, and the optimization should continue directly the middle of the switch period, the concentration
with the second step. profiles in the real SMB process are located in the

In the second step [24] the concentration profiles beginning of a switch period half a column to the left
are calculated with the TMB model. For this the and at the end half a column to the right. To prevent
operating parameters of the first step are used and the component A or B from being shifted with column 1
transport properties (axial dispersion and mass trans- from section I into section IV at the end of a period
fer) have to be known. Note that here and in the first the concentrations have to be zero in the entire
step, so always when TMB simulation is applied, the column. This condition is equal to the concentration
effective porosity and column length should be used. being zero in the middle of column 1 at the half

To optimize the entire SMB the four sections are switch time (see the solid triangle in column 1 at the
investigated separately. Every section has a special abscissa of Fig. 9). The second half of the period is
task to fulfill. In section I between the desorbent and then used to flush component A out of the right half
the extract port the stationary phase of column 1 has of column 1. Because of this difference between the
to be fully desorbed before it is shifted to section IV. SMB and the TMB process all borders of optimi-
In section IV between the raffinate and the desorbent zation are moved as indicated by the triangles in
port the solvent has to be cleaned before it is column 1, 3, 6 and 8.
recycled to section I. In sections II and III the The thin concentration curve in Fig. 9 does not
separation of the components takes place. fulfill the requested desorption in section I. To
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Fig. 9. Initial and final result after optimization of all sections with the TMB model.

optimize this section without changing the situation productivity, is the typical behavior of separation
in other sections its internal flow-rate has to be processes.
increased. This can be done by increasing the The second step of the optimization procedure
desorbent and extract flow-rates by the same amount including the consequences for the process is sum-
leaving all other parameters constant. The value of marized in Table 8.
the internal flow-rate is optimal if the concentration In the third step the liquid flow-rate / switch time
of A reaches zero at the solid triangle. Next, section relation is optimized. So far the switch time has been
IV is optimized by decreasing the internal flow-rate kept constant. To keep the migration velocity of the
until the concentration of component B has reached substances constant the switch time has to be in-
zero at the solid triangle in the middle of column 8. creased if the liquid flow-rate is decreased and vice
Section II follows where component B has to reach versa. Note that for a SMB it is possible to chose the
zero in the middle of column 3 and section III where inner flow-rates in a certain range independently of
component A has to reach zero in the middle of the external flows. Therefore several ‘optimized’
colunm 6. In Fig. 9 the final concentration profile can states of a SMB with different switch times are
be seen as thick black lines. Extract and raffinate possible and the best one has to be found.
consist nearly of 100% A or B respectively. For the The van Deemter curve [9] shows that the NTU
optimization of sections II and III the feed flow-rate decreases with increasing flow-rate. Thus, the aim is
must be decreased which leads to a decrease in to find the minimal possible internal flow-rate with
concentration and thus in productivity. This effect, the appropriate switch time which fulfills the

~that the purity can only be increased at the cost of specified separation problem (c and F ). This is doneF
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Table 8
Optimizing the four sections of a SMB

Aim Change of Change of Consequences
internal flow-rate external flow-rate for the process

~Complete desorption of Increase V 1. Increase make-up Dilution ofI

recycled solid phase 2. Increase extract extract

~Complete cleaning of Decrease V 1. Increase make-up Dilution ofIV

recycled liquid phase 2. Increase raffinate raffinate

~Increasing purity of Increase V 1. Decrease feed Decrease ofII

extract 2. Decrease extract productivity

~Increasing purity of Decrease V 1. Decrease feed Decrease ofIII

raffinate 2. Decrease raffinate productivity

by multiplying the switch time with and dividing the purity, yield, productivity and desorbent consump-
desorbent flow by the same factor, then optimizing tion. This optimization is limited by the lowest
the concentration profiles with the TMB model (step internal flow-rate which leads to the requested
2) keeping the feed flow-rate constant, and finally purities for the given feed.
comparing the sets of parameters with respect to In Fig. 10 two SMB runs with different switch

Fig. 10. Comparison of SMB runs with low and high switch times.
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times but equal feed flow-rates are compared. The controlling and fine tuning purposes because of the
concentration profile with the high switch time and long calculation times. Some authors state that the
the low desorbent flow-rate is a lot sharper which simulation of concentration profiles with TMB
equals a higher NTU. Thus, the inner concentration models is redundant because they do not give more
around the feed port can be increased without a loss information than the working triangle method, which
in purity which leads to a higher concentration of the is the first step of the above proposed optimization
products and a 70% reduced desorbent consumption procedure and is based on the true moving bed also.
(Table 9). To check these results simulations with a We think this is not true. With the concentration
doubled column length (L 50.998 m) have been profiles the borders of optimization can be moved toC

carried out. They showed exactly the same behavior. the middle of the columns as shown in Fig. 9. Thus,
This optimization of the switch time affects only a lot of the differences between the SMB and TMB

mass transfer controlled processes, where the HETP simulations are compensated. The result is the much
increases with the velocity. This is true for most of shorter simulation time of the TMB model which
the cases in chromatography, but the effect is less makes it perfectly suitable for the repeated runs in
significant as the mass transfer resistance decreases. optimization procedures.
For high-performance stationary phases (d #20 mm) After optimizing a stand-alone SMB plant, thep

the effect will have only a minor influence. next aim is to optimize the complete process in
Unfortunately the time to reach pseudo-steady which the SMB represents only one unit operation.

state is increased by a higher switch time. For the This can be done with the TMB model which has
3separation of fructose and glucose 8 to 9 cycles were been implemented as a user-added module into the

always needed to reach steady state independent of flow-sheeting program CHEMICAD . This tool
the switch time. Because the switch time of the makes fast cost estimation possible and helps in the
optimized run is 2.5 times higher, the start-up time synthesis of processes.
will be 2.5 times higher also. In this case time can be
saved by starting with a fast switch time and jumping
to a slow one when the steady state comes closer 5. Conclusion
(e.g. third to fourth cycle).

Finally in the fourth step the TMB results are An SMB and a stationary TMB simulation pro-
checked with the SMB program because it is much gram have been validated with experimental data
closer to reality. The product concentrations and the over a wide range of concentrations and temperatures
parameters characterizing the quality of separation for an eight column SMB plant. The TMB program
are take from the SMB simulation. Additional results represents the SMB behavior well.
are the start up time and the dynamic behavior of the The strong influence of the delay volume on the
apparatus. simulation results has been shown. To calculate with

In this optimization procedure the TMB model, a physical meaningful parameters the delay volume
fast and acceptably accurate simulation tool, does has to be taken into account. Thus, pre-columns were
most of the work. The SMB model is only used for implemented in the SMB model. For the TMB model

a procedure has been introduced to represent the
influence of the delay volume by an effective
porosity and column length. Equations are given toTable 9

Parameters characterizing the quality of separation in Fig. 9 directly calculate these effective values from the
delay volume. This leads to good agreement with thet 5479.6 s t 51231.1 s
experimental data, and thus, the benefit of the short

Purity (%) 97.9 99.7
simulation times of the TMB model can be obtained.Yield (%) 97.9 99.7

Dilution (%) 81 48
Make-up (ml /h) 980 294
Desorbent 9.8 2.9
consumption 3Available from the authors.
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The SMB plant performed well up to a tempera- Dl dilution (%)
2ture of 808C. At the high temperature biological D coefficient of axial dispersion (m /s)ax

~growth can be prevented or at least slowed down E flow-rate of extract (ml /h)
~which leads to less cleaning breaks for continuous F flow-rate of feed (ml /h)

producing plants. Additional positive effects of the HETP height equivalent of a theoretical plate
high temperature are the higher solubility, the lower (m)
viscosity, and the lower pressure loss. The resin was k linearised coefficient of mass transfer ineff,solid

stable up to 1208C. Therefore, the separation at 808C the solid phase (l / s)
is recommended. K equilibrium constant, (2)

At higher concentration the adsorption of glucose L length of column (m)C
~is increased by the presence of fructose while the M flow-rate of make-up stream (ml /h)

adsorption of fructose behaves linearly in the investi- N number of columns (2)C
3gated range up to 500 kg/m and is not influenced m,n exponents of the Ching isotherm (2)

3by glucose. This behavior can be described well Pd productivity (kg/sm )
using the parameter B of the Ching isotherm. If Pu purity (%)GF

this interaction is not taken into account the extract q loading, concentration of the stationary
3will be contaminated with glucose. phase (kg/m )

~An optimization procedure has been described. R flow-rate of raffinate (ml /h)
Besides the working triangle method it makes use of t retention time (min)R

~a TMB and a SMB model. Because of the short V flow-rate of the liquid phase (ml /h)
3calculation times the use of TMB is recommend for V inner volume of the column (m )C

3repeated runs in the optimization procedure. Special V delay volume between columns (m )del

care was taken to optimize the liquid flow-rate / Yi yield (%)
switch time relation. The inner flow-rates of the
SMB can be chosen in a certain range independent of

Greek symbolsthe external flows. Because a small liquid velocity
´ external porosity (2)extleads to a small HETP and therefore to a higher
´ effective ext. porosity (to account forext,effefficiency of the apparatus, it is recommended to run

V )delSMBs which contain low efficient stationary phases 2
s variance (s )with the smallest internal flow that is possible. Thus
t switch time (s)the desorbent consumption could be decreased by

70% while purity, yield, and productivity were kept
constant. Superscript

I, II before, after the concentration step (FA)
* in equilibrium
Subscript

6. Notation A stronger absorbing component
B weaker adsorbing component

A, B parameters of the ching isotherm (2) C column
2A cross sectional area of column (m ) E extractC

c concentration in the liquid phase (kg/ F fructose
3m ) G glucose

c parameter of the coefficient of axial i, j component i, jDax

dispersion liq liquid
Dc desorbent consumption (2) R raffinate
d diameter of column (m) rel relativeC
~D flow-rate of desorbent, flow-rate in sec- solid solid

tion I (ml /h) I, II, III, IV section of the TMB or SMB
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